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Progress since Interim

Models
We created our own Slender Man and Guards models and some simple animations that fit
our game theme and added some shaders and effects to beautify our game more. The
walls of the house were built with many small cubes. All decoration models are free assets.

Slender Abilities
Slender Man received two new abilities, namely the Shapeshift and the Fear. The Fear will
stun a guard for some seconds, and if the guard was controlled by a player, the player will
also get stunned and can no longer switch to a different guard. Figure 1 shows a stunned
guard from Slender Man’s point of view.

Figure 1: A feared guard

The Shapeshift ability turns the Slender Man smaller, making him more stealthy, since he is
less visible and can hide behind furniture. We implemented some changes to make this
ability more interesting, as it was underwhelming in our prototype: The player can now stay
small for as long as he wishes to and becomes able to jump through windows, which he
can’t do in his original form. However, he becomes unable to interact with other objects,
like door locks, valuables and children and can’t use his other abilities until he turns big
again.
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Cooldown and Progress Bars for Slender Man
We implemented some visual feedback for Slender Man in the form of progress bars that
pop up in the middle of the screen and show the progress of the current action, like picking
a lock, collecting a valuable or turning a child into a teddy bear.

His UI shows icons of his abilities on the right side of the screen. After an ability goes on
cooldown, a corresponding timer is displayed.

Item Functionalities
The guard player can place monitoring cameras on walls that can reveal Slender Man out
of his invisibility. Slender Man can destroy monitoring cameras with his screwdrivers. The
guards can place traps that stun Slender Man for some seconds and they can lock doors.
Locked doors can’t be opened until the lock is removed, which the guards can do freely and
Slender Man has to spend some time and use a lockpick to unlock a door. The items are
showcased in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Guards Items, Camera, Lock and Trap (cheese on the floor)

Fully Functioning Inventory System
We improved the inventory system to keep track of placed/used and collected items and
extended it with the shop during daytime, where players can purchase items and level up
abilities. The items for the guards are shared between all guards with the exception of
bullets. Each guard has his own amount of ammo.
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Daytime and Shop
In our current daytime, players get an overview of their inventory and how much money
and score they have. They can buy or sell items for the next night mission in the shop. The
guard receives a constant salary and a bonus on killing Slender Man, while Slender Man
gets his money from picking up valuable items during the night.

We implemented a leveling system for Slender Man and included it in the shop. He can buy
scrolls that improve his abilities and make him stronger, however the price for them is not
money, but score. So the player can choose how powerful he wants to be, but has to be
careful to not lose the game because of greediness. Currently each ability can be upgraded
nine times and either lowers the cooldown or increases the duration by a small amount.

Both shops are presented in Figure 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Slender Man shop Figure 4: Guards shop

Shaders
We implemented some custom effects and shaders. For example the hologram activates if
the invisible Slender Man was spotted by a camera, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Holo-shader for detected invisible Slender Man
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Global Multiplayer (Networking)
We used Unity Relay service to realize global remote connection. The service is still under
development. With the relay service set, players can now choose to join the game either
using the previously implemented local IP host, or using relay service, which is now the
default choice.

Using the relay service only concerns the connection, the implementation of the game itself
still follows the previous local connection setting.

On connection, the host will ask for an allocation on the relay server, and get a join code.
The client should use the joint code to join the host.

Synchronization (Networking)
We spent a vast amount of time porting the game from our Single Player Interim Demo to
Networking. This not only included the synchronization of the players positions, but also
their abilities and interaction with the environment, like opening doors.

Spawning and Despawning objects
When a guard spawns an object, like a bullet or a trap on the ground, this object also needs
to be spawned on the Slender Man’s side. Similarly, when Slender Man gets hit by the
bullet, or steps into the trap, it needs to be despawned accordingly.

Knowing what to synchronize
Not everything has to be synchronized, the Guard player doesn’t need to know the ability
cooldowns of Slender Man, the Slender Man player doesn’t need to know how many bullets
each guard has left. The synchronization is performed by sending Rpc packets between the
server and the clients, so in order to keep a stable connection without too many inflight
packets, we only want to synchronize what is absolutely necessary for our game.

HUD and Winning Condition with Timer/ Health Bar

Winning Condition (Timer)
Every level has to be completed in a certain amount of time that is displayed with a timer
(in the middle of the upper edge of the screen). If the timer runs out and Slender Man has
not successfully kidnapped a child and escaped yet, the guards will win. Otherwise, if
Slender Man has kidnapped a child and escaped with it through the fence before the time
is up, Slender will win.
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HUD of the guard player
On the left of the screen the guard player’s ‘global’ inventory and the amount of each item
is displayed. It includes monitoring cameras, locks and traps. On the bottom left, there is a
round green icon, which shows the amount of bullets each specific guard has.

Figure 6: HUD of the guard player

HUD of the Slender Man Player (Winning Condition Health Bar)
On the left Slender Man’s inventory is shown, which includes the kid, screwdrivers,
lockpicks and stolen valuables. On the opposite side (right of the screen), the icons of the
abilities are displayed. If Slender Man uses an ability, the corresponding icon will be on
cooldown and the player can see the cooldown time until he can use this ability again.

On the bottom left, the round pink icon represents the health bar of Slender Man. If it goes
down to zero, Slender Man will die and the guards will win.
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Figure 7: HUD of the Slender Man Player

Levels
We made 3 levels with different houses. The player will start from the smallest house at
level 1 and end with the biggest house at level 3.

Tutorial
We have a tutorial, where the player can read about the rules and mechanics. In addition to
the text (dummy text at the moment), there are some short in-game videos (dummy videos
at the moment) that show what is described by the text.

Score System
The scoring system is not final yet and will be more balanced in the future.

Points for Slender
Slender Man gains points upon destroying the equipment of the guards, like cameras and
locks and upon completing his main objective of turning the child into a teddy bear and
escaping with it. We thought that giving Slender Man points for interaction with the guards,
like stunning them, will be unfair, since he has no limit to how often he can use his abilities,
while the guards have limited equipment.
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Points for Guards
The guards receive a constant score every 20 seconds, so longer games favor guards more
and Slender Man has to be quick. Shooting Slender, killing him, winning (on time or by kill),
trapping Slender and Cameras spotting him gives score points. The guards have lots of
options to gain score, so the values have to be balanced, and maybe some options
removed.

End screen
After the third night mission the final score values are displayed and the winner is selected.

Challenges
Porting the game from single player to multiplayer was our biggest challenge and was the
moment when most errors occurred. Since the Netcode framework is relatively new and
under development, the official wiki is not up to date and some features or restrictions are
not documented, so finding the errors was difficult. But we succeeded in synchronizing
everything that we wanted.

Design Revision
We revised our original daytime idea where both players can plan their night mission, with
Slender Man selecting a house to attack and the Security dispatching multiple guards to
different houses. This was way too random, sometimes Slender Man would go up against
one or two guards, which is very easy, and sometimes he would land on an overcrowded
map with ten guards, which is almost impossible to win. So we found a balance of three
guards on each level.

The Shapeshift ability, as already mentioned in Section Slender Abilities, was changed to be
more useful.

Due to the time constraints we dropped the mechanics of breaking windows and vents.


